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By Jennifer B. Rubin‚ James R. Hays and Gregory R. Bennett
As we addressed in a recent Client Alert, as a result of amended provisions of New York Labor
Law §195, employers are now obligated to notify new employees, in writing and at the time of
hire, about certain information concerning the terms and conditions of employment. Despite the
fact that amended §195 only requires that a new-hire’s acknowledgement conform to any
content/form requirements the New York Department of Labor (DOL) might establish, the DOL
broadly interpreted its authority under the statute and issued guidelines requiring employers to
obtain new-hires’ acknowledgements as well as an official form. At the time the DOL issued this
guidance and form, we opined that the DOL exceeded its authority.
It appears that the DOL has come to the same conclusion, as its recent guidance concerning this
issue advises employers that “No particular form is required. Employers may create their own
forms, or use and/or adapt a sample form available [on the DOL’s website].”

What Employers Should Do
As we advised previously, offer letters to New York employees must contain the required
information going forward. Sending offer letters with this information is good practice, even
aside from avoiding the prospect of statutory penalties for noncompliance with §195, because
such letters minimize the possibility of a future disagreement concerning the terms and
conditions of employment. However, employers no longer are required to use the form posted on
the DOL site.

If you have any questions regarding the subject covered in this Alert‚ or any related issue‚ please
feel free to contact one of the attorneys listed below or any of Mintz Levin’s Employment‚ Labor
and Benefits practice attorneys.
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